ExtraHop Customers Experience 84 Percent Reduction
in Time to Resolve Threats According to Independent
Research Firm Analysis
Study showcases how ExtraHop Reveal(x) delivers operational and business benefits for enterprise customers

SYDNEY – Oct 19, 2020 – ExtraHop, the leader in cloud-native network detection and response, today announced survey results of “The Total
Economic Impact™ of ExtraHop Reveal(x).” The commissioned survey conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of ExtraHop reveals that
ExtraHop customers benefit from “an 84 percent decrease in time to threat resolution, US $700,000 annual savings in tools consolidation, and 165
percent return on investment.”

According to the study, ExtraHop provides measurable benefits for businesses including significant reductions in unplanned downtime, time spent
troubleshooting, and time spent detecting and resolving security threats. Forrester’s analysis of the benefits concluded that ExtraHop customers
receive “a 50 percent decrease in time to threat detection, and a 99.6 percent reduction in time to troubleshoot applications.”

Findings from the study include:
Improved time to threat detection and resolution: ExtraHop Reveal(x) decreased time to threat detection by 50 percent, and time to threat resolution by
84 percent.

Improved

efficiency responding to unplanned network outages: After implementing Reveal(x), unexpected network outages decreased by 90 percent and the
time to solve any unplanned network outages decreased 92 percent.

Improved time to troubleshoot applications:

Reveal(x) decreased time to troubleshoot applications by 99.6 percent, from 40 hours to a matter of minutes for each application
failure.

Reduced cost of third-party security solutions:

A subset of customers reported the ability to consolidate tools and decommission legacy security solutions, saving as much as US $700,000
annually.Additional revenue and productivity from improved uptime: Interviewees reported that the additional network and application uptime from
Reveal(x) resulted in increases to both revenue and employee productivity.
For the purposes of this study, Forrester interviewed five ExtraHop customers across industries with experience using Reveal(x) and aggregated the
experiences into a single composite organisation. Prior to using Reveal(x), the customers were using a combination of packet capture tools, endpoint
detection and response (EDR) products, and security information and event management (SIEM) solutions.

“We had SIEM, but there were always holes in that information. We added EDR, and there were still certain bits of information missing,” said the SVP
of global infrastructure in the financial services sector. “We didn’t get the full picture until investing in ExtraHop Reveal(x).”

In a crowded cybersecurity market, the survey notes ExtraHop’s customers reported “significantly enhanced network visibility” and the “clarity needed
not only to detect and respond to security threats at a much faster rate”, but also to “analyse end-user behaviour and detect anomalies that could pose
a threat”, and to “monitor and troubleshoot both application and network performance.”

To Learn more about the Forrester TEI study, join a webinar featuring Forrester analyst, David Holmes on Tuesday, October 20, 2020 at 8 am PT
(available on demand after) titled: Improving Incident Response Time By 84%: A Forrester TEI Survey.

To download the entire Forrester Total Economic Impact study click here:
https://www.extrahop.com/resources/analyst-reports/forrester-tei-study-success/

About ExtraHop
ExtraHop is on a mission to arm security teams to confront active threats and stop breaches. Our Reveal(x) 360 platform, powered by cloud-scale AI,
covertly decrypts and analyses all cloud and network traffic in real time to eliminate blind spots and detect threats that other tools miss. Sophisticated
machine learning models are applied to petabytes of telemetry collected continuously, helping ExtraHop customers to identify suspicious behaviour
and secure over 15 million IT assets, 2 million POS systems, and 50 million patient records. ExtraHop is a market share leader in network detection
and response with 30 recent industry awards including Forbes AI50, Cybercrime Ransomware 25, and SC Media Security Innovator.

Stop Breaches 84% Faster. Get Started at:http://www.extrahop.com/freetrial
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